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Leaving The Minster

For the last time in this place

we gather. Ahead and behind

line my brothers in Christ; our feet

shuffle the dust, and I

have one moment left in this hollow dark.

My eyes drink its sacred night, where,

without earthly distraction, I have tried to see

the brighter wonders of Our Lord.

His silence sings in my ears. Here have I always listened for

Him,

praying for footsteps. And though none comes,

where but here could I try, since these thick stones

wall out the trampling of the ungodly?

Here I have looked for a stillness that does not pass; for

its air is not touched by storms or seasons.

A new home waits for us –

where the stones have grown no memories; where the walls

are pierced by arcs that boast half of God’s perfection,

and leak His holy darkness into the world.

Our Abbot speaks.

‘My brothers:

Today we carry the glory of a church

That grew the faith of the greatest of our kings, Aelfred,

and which

We have guarded the holy remains of Saints,

and the King’s gift of the great Gold Cross.

Now, just as Christ

was ordered by the unworthy to walk the road out of His

capital,

so we are made to leave our ancient seat. And just as Christ,

our Lord and Strength, walked not in bitterness

but in glory, so shall we do this day.

We will be exposed to the scorn of the unlearned,

who think we are debased; they will taunt us,

just as they laughed at Him.

And just as he carried his True Cross,

which seemed his shame but became his power, so shall we

follow

our great Cross of gold, that God has given to us

to show that we go only to a greater glory.

So brothers: do not palter with those who mock you.

Let your dignity be your retort.

Hold your eyes to the earth from which all that is worldly

comes

and to which we soon return, but think,

as you look on that mire and dirt, whose everlasting Cross you

follow,

how bright shall be His day.

Open the doors.’

The novices swing them open, and our deep darkness

is gone forever.

In the sun that slants from the south, I see

our dust flee out,

be, for a moment, fire.

The air that swells into the holy dryness

is rank and ripe; on it is ploughed dirt, the procreation of

swine,

green leaves as numerous as the devils.

I see the people, ragged along our road. Their shouts

gabble like starlings under our roof.

I look for the last time at these stones

that have been the friends of my life. Tears cloud them.

Now is my time to step forward; and as I enter the light

the sun on King Cnut’s Cross

hurts like a pillar of fire.
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‘negative capability part I’ is on show at the Link Gallery,
West Downs Building, Romsey Road, University of  Winchester
until 3 Nov
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Writers
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Local artists and writers respond to the University of  Winchester’s Magdalen 

Hill Archaeological Research Project through the Keatsian approach of  

‘negative capability’ – that of  ‘being with uncertainty’.
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A site-specific group installation
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Hyde Abbey.
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St Bartholomew’s Church.
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negative capability part II

Local artists and writers respond to the Stones of  Hyde Abbey

A Hyde900 satellite event for 10 days | Winchester | Creative Collisions

Madelaine Smith
The Stonecutter’s Boy

My tools still,

As the brothers pass me by.

Hammer hovers in anticipation

Above the stone, the chisel waits

As vestments sweep the floor.

The brothers have their silence,

I have mine.

They walk on

And do not notice the mason’s boy

Whose rag-wrapped hands tremble

Above the stone, in awe

Of secrets it has to reveal.

The brothers have their silence,

I have mine.

Just one chance.

My Master has entrusted me –

A column capital –

Not on view to those below,

Yet seen by Him above.

Our Father has His silence,

I have mine.

Ready now

To cut, to chisel, to carve.

My apprentice strokes

Are guided by hands Unseen,

As a carpenter’s through wood.

The stones have their silence,

I have mine.

My tools ring.

Angels out of stone appear,

To chant the love of the Father,

To sing of the tree of life.

Dedication and decoration as one.

The stones have their voices,

I have mine.

I leave my mason’s mark –

Three soaring arches, hidden strokes.

Unexamined, unmastered

I have no right to claim

This stone as mine.

The stones have their voices,

I have mine.

My tools still,

When my work is done.

The stonecutter’s boy,

Silent and forgotten

Except in stone.

The stones have their silence,

I have mine.
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Stephen Boyce
Hyde Abbey Reclaimed

What they did to the Pyramids, the temples of Syracuse,

the walls of Carcassonne, they did here in the precincts of Hyde:

rummaged and scavenged and carried away capstones and quoins,

lintels, corbels, plinths and mullions, whole courses of ashlar,

they levered and heaved them, prised them from alcoves or lifted

the stones where they lay, stones that masons had quarried and carved,

dressed to fit, to bear all that weight, to frame the arc of an apse,

define the walls of a cell or raise the chancel steps;

yes even the rubble of flint was picked over, removed

and re-used to prop up a bank or mark out a boundary,

as all that had felt so solid and lasting became scattered

and smudged – obscured, but never entirely erased – while the past

was sewn over, re-wrought, and what made the Abbey was stitched

in the fabric, the everyday texture and grain of this place.
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Brian Evans-Jones
Effacement

Of course they have to go –

and take the bones of their hero king with them.

The new men – strangers – build their ostentation

on a trodden land.

            The monks prepare the

procession,

shouldering packs and relics.

For the last time, they stand in the dark ship

that has carried them all their souls’ days;

where they have closed their eyes to earthly things

the better to hear His footsteps in the night.

For the last time, they wait at the door. One coughs. Another

grunts a sour joke. No-one laughs.

            Then they are out,

on their pilgrimage, shuffling

under air that reeks of devils,

under snorts of children and swine.

While the sun on King Cnut’s cross

hurts like a pillar of fire.
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